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INCENTIVES FOR THE FORMATION
OF THE OLYMPOS ASSOCIATION
In response to the personal invitation of Mr. Paul C. Pissanos, some 80 of us gathered in his
offices at No. 6 Saripolou Street. Mr. Pissanos imparted to us his original inspiration - now
registered in the archives of the National Library under serial No. 0545 - for the building of an
ANCIENT POLIS (CITY), with the fundamental purpose of constituting a recognized spiritual
world center and a cradle of knowledge, for science and art.
A center of congregation and exchange of thoughts of eminent scientists, enlightened intellectuals and artists from the further reaches of the world, where they would confer and collaborate for the furthering of the common cause and the fight for morals and logic nd applying their
weight and prestige towards the removal of the accursed threat of nuclear war, destruction
and the annihilation of the human species.
A center of revival of modern technological culture according to the principles and philosophy
of the classical ancient Greek spirit.
The speaker then described the striking details of his visionary planning and of the purely
ideological objectives which will be promoted by this imposing project: THE SPIRIT OF LOVE
AND UNIVERSAL HUMAN COOPERATION, PROGRESS and PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE
OF NATIONS.
The vibrant rallying tone of the speech and the deep impression made upon us by the truly
enlightened vision of this revival of the classical Greek spirit, made us decide on the formation
of a spiritual and educational society with the purpose of contributing and striving towards the
realization of this impressive plan.
The association will apply, on an international level, for moral and material support to any
non-fanatic, logical and untainted citizen of the world, to assist in the building of this fine marble Olympic City.
Our unanimous response overjoyed our host, and he gladly accepted to grant and entrust to
the Association under formation, his plans and detailed program at NO PERSONAL BENEFIT
other than the honorary retention for himself and his legal successors of the SPIRITUAL
PATERNITY which naturally and understandably belongs to him and which can be contested
by none. He added, moreover, that he would cooperate with all his strength to realize and fulfil
this gigantic task of the future, by our association.
The above constitutes the true testimonial of the basic needs which led us to found the
nucleus of this intellectual association.
“OLYMPOS” - UNIVERSAL INTELLECTUAL CENTER.
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GOVERNING COUNCIL
1. PAUL PISSANOS		
Author
Pres. of Admin. Council 		
2. Efst. BOURODIMOS
First Vice-President

Professor of Enviromental Sciences & Philosphy, MIT

3. M. POULANTZAS		
Professor of Sociology & Philosophy
Second Vice-president		
Academy of Rome
4. SP. VLAHOPOULOS
General Secretary

Economist

5. HIPP. DAKOGLOU
General Manager

Professor of Mathematics - Pythagorean Researcher

6. PAN. METAXATOS
Treasurer

Entrepreneur

7. CON. PalamiotOU
Private Secretary

Professor of Philosophy, University of Athens

8. E. MOUTSOPOULOS
Member

Dr. of Philosophy, Academy of Athens

9. ΑN. KAPASKELIS		
Member		

Ass. Director of Pathologic Department
of Hospital ‘ERRIKOS DYNAN’

10. ANDR. KAMPIZIONES M.A. Dr. of Philosophy - Francis Marion University USA
Member
11. ΕΜΜ. KANETAKIS
Member

Dr. of Economic - Investment Consultant

12. STANLEY SFEKAS
Member 		

Dr. of Philosophy, University of «INDIANAPOLIS»
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GENERAL INFORMATION

“HEPTAPOLIS”
INTERNATIONAL GREEN POLIS (City)

PYTHAGOREAN ARCHITECTURE - INTERNATIONAL ECOLOGICAL MODEL
The “HEPTAPOLIS” will be a Global Standard
Ecological-Geometric City.
It will be built on horizontal planes, designated by
three concentric, circles with radii of unequal length.
Each circle will extend to a different height scale,
and the maximum (outer) will be enrolled in regular,
equilateral heptagon walls, known as Olympian
WALLS.
In the PROPYLAIA of the “HEPTAPOLIS” will be
placed a magnificent marble statue of Alexander
the Great on the throne, crowned by Hellas.
On either side, seated at his feet, History and Glory
lean on his legs.
The OLYMPIAN WALLS will be built by hewn
stones that are called PETRES (Latin script).
PETRES will bear the names of donors who paid the cost of PETRES for the construction and
installation on the walls.
The OLYMPIAN WALLS will be 7 meters in height with exterior buttresses, similar to those of
the Acropolis of Athens. In the middle of each side will be a gate, 27 meters wide and 9 meters
high. The total length of each side of the walls will be 574 meters.
The main gate of «HEPTAPOLIS», called the EPHESUS GATE will have a length of 55 meters and height of 9 meters and will be in three parallel rows, a total of 3 x 9 = 27 columns.
The gate will be called GATE OF LIGHT, featuring on 2 giant bases, the statues of Apollo and
Athena.
The side walls of the GATE OF LIGHT will be parallel to the imaginary axis of the spring and
winter solstices on the site in which the «HEPTAPOLIS» is built.
Inside the “HEPTAPOLIS” will be divided into peripheral zones which will tend to the center
and will be called: ZOSTER, KYTTARON, PYREN and THOLOS (Dome).
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GENERAL
INFORMATION
				

ZOSTER

(outer zone)

The ZOSTER has a width of 333 meters, covering the entire
region of the “HEPTAPOLIS”.
Externally it is bounded by the Olympian Walls and will be
linked to the 7 gates of the «HEPTAPOLIS» to be used for the
smooth entry and exit of visitors.
The vast region of the ZOSTER can be built of marble.
The Alexandrian library will have atrium facades in the
style of galleries of the classical period with Doric columns and
elaborately painted capitals.
In the Alexandrian library, all member states of the
United Nations participate. There is a universal collection of
all forms of literature, from books, film, marble inscriptions and
papyri, by electronic CD and DVD.
Each country, according to the volume of culture, history and
culture on display, will have the appropriate space available.
The ALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY will be linked electronically with
larger libraries and collections of the academic world for optimal information for every citizen of the world in any language.
Along the entire length of the inner periphery of the ZOSTER
the enormous building complexes of museums, a world center,
and the MELATHRON of the “HEPTAPOLIS”, with facades facing the Alexandrian Library will be constructed.
Magnificent tree-lined paths, gardens and lakes will be created
in the open-air areas of the ZOSTER.
Visitors to the HEPTAPOLIS will be able to move freely inside
the ZOSTER, from dawn to sunset, to visit the cultural centers,
mansions, museums, cinemas and scientific laboratories.
One can attend lectures, seminars, symposia or mentally participate in national or international conferences, in accordance
with special regulations of the “HEPTAPOLIS”.
One can also traverse the underground level by rail or electric
cars that will transport them anywhere in the ZOSTER.
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One may have a meal in the underground restaurants and visit the special recreation centers,
hospitals, clinics, dispensaries.
The entry of visitors to the KYTTARON (CELL) zone is prohibited.
The border ring road between the ZOSTER and the cells, called the LOROS (cord) has a
width of 9 meters and the only access from ZOSTER to the KYTARON is the HYMEN, an
elaborately decorated gate with pediments based on Caryatids of Eleusinian type, opposite
the GATE OF LIGHT.
GENERAL INFORMATION

KYTTARON (cell)

The area of the cells will be inaccessible to each visitor and
the entrance from the HYMEN to the KYTTARON is reserved
for students of the “HEPTAPOLIS”, professors and academics. Along the perimeter and along the length of the LOROS,
there will be a fine marble STOA OF THE MUSES with Ionic
pillars, which will be divided into 9 equal sections of the gallery
as follows: OURANIA, POLYMNIA, MELPOMENI, CALLIOPI,
CLEO, EUTERPI, TERPSICHORE, ERATI, and THALEIA .
At the marble entrance of the HYMEN, on the metope will be
inscribed the Pythagorean: “εκάς οι βέβηλοι”. (Exhorting the
“impious” or “uninitiated” to keep away).
The 9 major Schools, within the boundaries of the KYTTARON
will be positioned in correlation with the distances of the 9 planets of our solar system, thus forming a map of the sky on the
earth.
Apart from the 9 major faculties, within the KYTTARON will
there will be constructed other buildings like the prytaneion
(Deans’ Offices) the library, science laboratories, an observatory, cinema, theater, palaestra (wrestling ring), athletic facilities, lakes and woods walkways. Around the Schools, and
the surrounding area, will be put great sculptural complexes
associated with classic beauty, classical education, wisdom,
progress and peace in the world.
The cell across the long edge of the periphery will carry two
floors of small houses in which reside students and professors.
In total there will be across the region 2,000 homes, four beds
each, which will include all necessary accommodation and will
perform all of the conditions of modern life for all 8,000 students
and teachers.
In front of the entrance of small houses, there will be a stoa,
across the region, bearing Ionic columns according to the clas-
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sic archetypes (galleries Attalos - Kingdom). The diameter of
cells is 999 meters and the center will feature the loros.
From the GATE OF LIGHT and perpendicular to the KYTTARON there will be an avenue called ANIOUSA AKTIS (ASCENDING RAY) , length 1332 meters, which will intersect the point of
the PYREN with the middle Road, 999 meters long.
All Schools and other building groups in the area of KYTTARON will be of marble, constructed in accordance with classic
archetypes, with ornate sculptures on pediments, friezes, panels and columns, covering the 3 basic rhythms, Ionic, Doric and
Corinthian.
Inside the Schools will have the most advanced electronic
equipment and direct access to major centers of Letters, Arts
and Sciences in the world.

				

GENERAL INFORMATION

The PYREN (CORE)

The PYREN will be located in the center of the KYTTARON and the whole “HEPTAPOLIS”.
The diameter of the PYREN will be 100 meters and will be considered as an area dedicated
to knowledge of the microcosm and macrocosm.
In the PYREN there is the Tholos (Dome), a building shaped ball, half above ground and
half below ground.
Outside the Tholos will be surrounded by a peristyle of 24 columns. The cella frieze will depict scenes of the struggle of humankind to learn through science the secrets of the universe.
Inside the Tholos will include a vast panorama of an electronic macrocosm in the upper half and the microcosm,
in the lower half of the sphere.
The ‘Internal’ trainees, in the final stage of study, will «enter» at
the Tholos to be initiated in the interpretation of the «secret
program» that defines the «Principles of Life» Human Nature
and the Universe.
In the center of the THOLOS will be the crystal “ESTIA
SPHERE”, (estia=hearth), 3 meters in diameter, within which
burns a torch indicating the sanctuary LIGHT OF THE Tholos.
The “External students” can not enter from the ZOSTER to
the pyrEn of the KYTTARON, but only when made “Internal”.
On the day of the oath, students will give the oath of the
Tholos(dome), which relates to compliance with the law in
favor of human rights, peace between peoples and the protection of the environment.
Then in front of the ESTIA SPHERE they receive their honorary
diploma made of papyrus.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

THE HEPTAPOLIS SOCIETY

A key objective for the intellectual coherence that should govern the distinguished
population “HEPTAPOLIS” will be the optimal selection of the excellent in the world in spirit,
science and arts so as to adorn, whether as acting or as honorary members, the internal as
well as the external society.
The Society “HEPTAPOLIS”, i.e., builders and zealots of a better world through “HEPTAPOLIS”, which will include thousands of members of the Universal Intellectual Center “OLYMPOS”, will be consolidated through the website www.heptapolis.
gr and with spiritual guide and intellectual axis the “HEPTAPOLIS”, will be constitute “an active, single entity” to help solve Cultural or Social problems, particularly issues related to protecting
the ecosystem and health of our planet.
EXTERNAL society is composed mainly of members who visit
the ZOSTER, and will participate in the intellectual, scientific and
artistic events of the “HEPTAPOLIS”, with priority over any other
citizen.
We have the right to introduce proposals and issues in the Senate “HEPTAPOLIS”, which, upon evaluation will be introduced to
the ACADEMY OF NATIONS.
The academicians of the ACADEMY OF NATIONS, strictly selected from each country on Earth, will be responsible for implementing the educational program in schools of the KYTTARON
and the wider spiritual activities in the MELATHRON and the
Centers of ZOSTER and the PyrEn.
Academicians will also be cultural ambassadors of their respective countries in the HEPTAPOLIS society.
In every case, the supreme body for all decisions of all actors
“HEPTAPOLIS” will be the Governing Council of the Society “OLYMPOS”.
In the area of the ALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY, where academicians’ countries will display their
cultural wealth, there will be special apartments, which can be used for academicians’ accommodation, according to their respective duties.
Academicians-ambassadors will bring to “HEPTAPOLIS” their countries’ cultural, scientific
and social achievements and activities, which could constitute “topics for promotion” in the
Academy or the cultural centers in ZOSTER.
Each country’s representative and connecting link with “HEPTAPOLIS” will be its academician.
The library in each country, which is part of ALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY, supervised by the
academic representatives.
For acceptance into “HEPTAPOLIS”, the candidate students of each country will submit their
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applications to the relevant ministry of their country.
Subsequently, the ministry will send the written applications of selected candidates to the office of the country’s academician, who will study and submit them to
the PRYTANEION for the final selection, subject to approval by the Board, Association of “OLYMPOS”.
The HEPTAPOLIS academicians will constitute the
supreme body that will award prizes, at the ZOSTER
mansions, to the international cultural, scientific and
artistic events, in the form of competitions, exhibitions,
presentations, special lectures, film festivals and so on.
All the prizes, awards and plaques presented, all prizes, distinctions, and awards will be signed by the Chairman of the Board. Association of “OLYMPOS” and the
President of the ACADEMY OF NATIONS.
The Function of Academics extends to their participation in global problems that require a solution for the
societies of the planet.
The ultimate objective is, the academies of the countries of the world to become members of the ACADEMY
OF NATIONS, in terms of active citizenship problems.
The ACADEMY OF NATIONS will be housed in the
Acropolis of the “EPTAPOLIS”.
If more than one tenth of the members of the Academy
ask for the trial of an academic, for launching, because
of misconduct, the case will be introduced to the special court “HEPTAPOLIS”, which will consist of three
special judges and a secretary.
The procedure will take place in the Acropolis, in a special hall of THEMIS, attending only
to the members of the Academy and any witnesses for the prosecution and defense.

GENERAL INFORMATION

ACADEMIC FEES

The half-pay of academics will be paid by the authoritative sponsor of their country and the
second half of the fee by the “HEPTAPOLIS”.
Social security and retirement of academics will be provided by their country.
The travel expenses of Credit, on matters relating to the Academy of Nations will be covered
by the “HEPTAPOLIS”.
Any other form of transportation will be covered by their country or themselves.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

The PRYTANEION – The Deans

The PRYTANEION will be housed in a circular marble gallery called STOA OF THE MUSES,
within the large ring of the KYTTARON..
The building will include meeting rooms, Rectors’ chambers, Senate chambers, Dining room,
Pubs, library, cinema and fitness center.
The NINE SCHOOLS of the KYTTARON are housed in nine building complexes, corresponding to the specialty of each school.
The Deans monitor, verify and ensure the smooth operation of all special classes housed in
the building of the Schools as well as teachers, applying the material taught, and the progress
of students.
A dean is considered one of the professors of the School, which is also “SYGKLITIKOS”,
that is, a member of the Senate of teachers of all Schools of “HEPTAPOLIS”.
The dean is appointed by a majority of the Senate and the title of Dean is valid for 4 years.
The Council of Nine is composed of nine rectors who govern throughout the region of the
KYTTARON, including the Tholos.
The Council of Nine is composed of nine rectors who govern throughout the region of the
KYTTARON, including the THOLOS.
The Council of Nine has a president, vice president, secretary and six members.
The SYGKLITOS teachers are to teach in the cells under the Deans’ Council of Nine, to be
elected every four years.
The officers of the Senate of teachers will be elected, and will
officially introduce the proposals on any issue relating to “HEPTAPOLIS”, the Council of Nine.
If censure is given on a member of the Council of Nine, the
proposal should be adopted by more than four members from
the nine members of the Chancellors, to be debated, necessarily including the president casting his vote.
GENERAL
INFORMATION
				Commissioners

Each class of the school will have a Commissioner, elected
every four years, who will head the College of his classmates.
The COMMISSIONER will be responsible for oversight of respectable appearance and behavior of his classmates, the
cleanliness of the room, the integrity of all relevant materials,
and the flawless operation of the institutions of the “HEPTAPOLIS”, the student-school relationship and will update the Senate
on any matter related to the class.
All the Commission all the faculties of “HEPTAPOLIS” will
be subject to the SUPREME SUPERVISORY COUNCIL with
Chairman, Vice-President and Secretary, which is the relevant
body required for any request to be recommended to the body
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of the Senate .

The Grand Festival of ISIMERIA EORTI
(Equinox HOLIDAY)

Each year on March 20, when the sun moves from the winter solstice to the spring, will be celebrated throughout the
“EPTAPOLIS”, the ISIMERIA EORTI (Equinox HOLIDAY).
The “ISIMERIA EORTI” (Equinox HOLIDAY) is dedicated to protecting the natural environment in both northern and southern
hemispheres.
On the day will be considered, judged and awarded:
all the efforts of private business and governmental bodies in
countries around the world related to saving, improvement and
development of:
1. the Fauna and Flora
2. Ecosystem
3. Earth, as a life of all beings and phenomena.
For the three-day events of the “ISIMERIA EORTI” (Equinox
HOLIDAY) (March 20-21-22) will be invited donors of the “HEPTAPOLIS”, ecological and social actors, scientists, intellectuals, researchers, politicians and heads of state from all over the
world, to the building complex GREEN PLANET EARTH.
In the research centers, seminar rooms and conferences in the
ZOSTER will be discussed, examined and considered all the
activities of people in the world whether beneficial or not that
relate to outbreaks of war or peace achievements, environmental actions, scientific support for ecosystems, the struggle of
ecologists for maintenance and conservation of the species of
animal and plant life in the Air, Earth and Sea, struggles of
scientists for the improvement of air, land pollution, water and
seas.
On the day will be awarded, apart from others, a political leader
who fought on a demonstrably personal and national level, that
current year, for the health of the planet.
Award HEPTAPOLIS - GREEN PLANET EARTH
Awards will also be granted to all public and private entities that
have shown full commitment and activity to saving the ecosystem.
On this day, from sunrise to sunset, the central portal of the light
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of “HEPTAPOLIS”, and the gate of Hymen of the ZOSTER, are open, and the sun during the
hours of sunrise will intersect the “HEPTAPOLIS” into two equal parts thus symbolizing the
high significance of the day.
The crystalline ESTIA SPHERE, the crystal ball with the Sanctuary Light, will be transferred
from the THOLOS of Central Square building complex GREEN PLANET EARTH as a global
“spiritual pilgrimage”.
On this day will be invited by the principles of “HEPTAPOLIS”, Heads or representatives,
mayors of large cities, academics, leading figures of literature, arts and sciences, and especially the “aristocracy of the philosophers” of the 5 continents of the Earth .
Before the ESTIA Sphere a tribute or dedication will take place in relation to the meaning of
the celebration.
The presidents of the association “OLYMPOS” and the ACADEMY OF NATIONS will be
spoken and will declare the start of the celebration which will consist only of events that take
place in the MELATHRON of the ZOSTER in the PALACE OF EUROPE, in the Koilon of
the Olympiads, in the ARISTOPHANES THEATER and the building compound GREEN
PLANET EARTH.
Musicians, poets, writers, directors of films and documentaries, will present and argue this day
their works, which have been previously approved by relevant committees, and related to the
sense of great celebration.
The Universities of the world will participate via computer connected to the Web with “HEPTAPOLIS” on festive and other events.
During the ISIMERIA EORTI (Equinox HOLIDAY), the major political figures will be able to engage
with their counterparts.
More generally in the spirit of the day, it will be possible to make agreements or communications that consolidate security and preservation of natural resources of the planet, eliminating the conditions of pollution of the air, the earth and seas, protection of the geosphere and
hydrosphere and general development of Ecological Education.
The ISIMERIA EORTI (Equinox HOLIDAY) events will be open to all members of the Universal
Intellectual Center “OLYMPOS”, and any other form of members and donors
“HEPTAPOLIS”.
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INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIADS
The principle of Classical Greek Civilization is the performance of body and mind through
the contemplation which seeks the ideal, the approach of the Integrated Human.
The true Olympic spirit, always wanted this.
The “HEPTAPOLIS” will be the world center for the operation of the Olympic Games Spirit,
Art and Science.
The matches will be held every 4 years in the Koilon of Olympiads in the ARISTOPHANES
Theater and «AMPHICTYON’S MELATHRON.
Sculptors, painters, designers, engravers, composers, poets, writers, architects, inventors will
compete in the Koilon of Olympiads and the measure of their award will be the identification of the work with the “good and the noble” advocated by the Olympic ideals.
Special Committee composed of members of the ACADEMY OF NATIONS, the Deans and
Amphictyons will honor the best projects, with a prize, a gold “kotinos”.
In the KOILON of Olympiads, before 25,000 spectators and critics, the games will be carried out by reference to the work of each of the participants and the usefulness of performance
in the societies of the world.
Competitors will carry the games, to consolidate the spirit, peace and democracy, whether
ordinary people or politicians or scientists, or even heads of state will be selected by the Committee of Amphictyons and taking honors as the Olympic kotinos.
This will be the highest honor for the citizens of the world struggling to uphold moderation and
to combat all forms of pressure, violence or terror against the people of the world.
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ATTENDANCE
Students in the “HEPTAPOLIS” will be able to study who demonstrated excellence at the
University where they had studied and wish to extend their studies in the use of knowledge
to take the High diploma of “HEPTAPOLIS”, the kotinos.
The choice of these students will be from the Ministry of Education of their country, with the
basic requirements of the “HEPTAPOLIS”.
The number to be accepted will be in specific according to field by each country.
Students will be admitted who have the best grades on the examinations, and will be followed
by the runners-up.
In the process of examination, there will be monthly practical and theoretical tests and success is achieved by having more points. The first period of study of the students is called
«Exoteric Teaching» and the second term «Esoteric Teaching»
The Deans of “HEPTAPOLIS” will be the Selection Committee.
The examinations will be given in the special building of the ZOSTER, the “Gymnasium”.
The period of study is 14 months
Analytically:
A) September
Period theoretical and practical “test” in the gymnasium of the ZOSTER. As long as the requirements of the examinations are met, the students will be admitted into the KYTTARON to
study in principle as “Exoteric” students.
B) October-November-December - January - February
Period of study “Foreign Teaching”.
Participation of “exoteric students” in the events that take place in the outer zone “HEPTAPOLIS”, IN ZOSTER.
In the area of the ZOSTER all centers of Letters, Arts and Sciences, the Melanchthon, the
Museums, the Alexandrian World Library. They will monitor and participate in film festivals,
seminars, spiritual - cultural contacts with other universities and colleges in the world.
They will work as assistants in research centers, will attend and participate in conferences,
symposia, intellectual, etc.
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C) March-April - May - June - July - August-September and October
Introduction for the esoteric students. Study in the Schools at all levels of Sciences, “the
dialectical process” in walks, lively acquaintance with the microcosm and the macrocosm
within the THOLOS.
During the examination period of 3 months, the will write the Heptad, their doctoral thesis in
the Use of Knowledge, which is the evidence of their awareness of the universal values
and ideals of the “HEPTAPOLIS”.
Following the tradition of the Heptad will be the festival of the award of the “kotinos” which
is a golden olive branch, built onto their diplomas. And on that day they will be given in the
THOLOS, the oath of the Tholos.

TUITION
The first half of the costs will be covered by the relevant
Ministry of the country, to which the students belong as citizens.
The second half of the costs will be covered by the “HEPTAPOLIS”, through special grants permanent sponsors - donors.
The costs will be cover the entire study period, and will cover
food and accommodation.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The students will choose the branch school.
The literature, exercises, questions for study, and generally considered, the material, is exclusively the material of the
“HEPTAPOLIS”. In any other University or School of the world
there is no similar course material.
This material will be drawn from optimum select group of teachers, from Greece and other countries, predominantly Greeks
who will write literature, books, studies, essays, plays, drawings, paintings, which are intended principally for the “USE OF
KNOWLEDGE”.
Whatever the student learned in any University or School must
address the question “what does it serve with respect to the
common good” with “the Good and the Noble”?
And since the student “enters” into the world of ideas of the
“EPTAPOLIS” based on a curriculum grounded on the “USE
OF KNOWLEDGE” with the principles of classical philosophy,
analyzed, documented and appropriately to events in each new
era, in turn, the student will be given an opportunity, on examination, to present his own material, to use his special knowledge, based on what will promote the good and the noble as
taught by the “HEPTAPOLIS” .
The written statement of these materials will be the “Heptads”.
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TEACHING PROCEDURES
During the External Teaching, the disciples will undergo the “tests” that will relate to psychosomatic and mental tests, according to classic archetypes.
During the “Esoteric Teachings”, the disciples will have no contact with the outside world;
schooled in the context of strict intellectual isolation, they will be obliged to complete control
of their nervous system as to communicating with each other.
The food will be strictly planned. Beverages, cigarettes and any form of such pleasures would
explicitly forbid and any form of entertainment in the area of cells can have only educational,
epistemological and moral character.
After the term in the Use of Knowledge, the students will
give, in the spherical building of the Tholos in the center
of “EPTAPOLIS”, the “OATH OF THE THOLOS” (Dome) ,
which is a promise of dedication to only the “good and noble”,
throughout their lives.
After the oath is read aloud, they receive the “kotinos”
the diploma papyrus incorporating the gold olive branch.
The “kotinos”, will open a “career horizon” for the student, it
will forward his name through the “HEPTAPOLIS”, in all major
centers of science, research, and companies in the world.
The names of the graduates will be given each year to special
bulletin boards in specificity, with access from private or public
institution in the world to find on the board, the partner whom he
believes meets his business needs.
Along with receiving the kotinos, the graduate will be called,
“citizen of HEPTAPOLIS”.
The title is for life and gives life-long rights and privileges but
also obligations to the ideas and objectives of the
“HEPTAPOLIS”.
In any breach of regulations “HEPTAPOLIS” by the owner of
the kotinos, the Deans would have the right to invalidate the
privilege of citizenship for life from any infringer.
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THE ACADEMY OF NATIONS
The ACADEMY OF NATIONS will be housed in a magnificent peristyle marble edifice, similar
to an ancient Doric temple, on the elevated ACROPOLIS of “HEPTAPOLIS”.
Around the building will be raised pedestals, on which statues of humankind’s major benefactors will be erected.
The Academy of Nations will have the equivalent number of members as the member
states of the United Nations.
The HEPTAPOLIS PRYTANEION’s Council of Nine will select
the most important personalities - of cultural and moral standing- from each UN member state, who will be given the title of
Academician, with a four-year term and a specified program of
activity.
In the new millennium, the Academy of Nations will comprise the most distinguished cultural community of the planet,
with the aim of philosophical intervention in the political events
of countries in the Western and Eastern world.
What do people of the new millennium expect from Philosophy? Two main things:
Firstly, that it meets life’s real needs, so that the essential result is the beneficial development of the applied sciences, and
especially technology, which is advancing at such a rapid pace.
Secondly, that it ensures individuals the balance, which was
violently torn from their souls by their living conditions and their
participation in a modern, non-spiritual society, whose only aims
are the acquisition of money.
Resolving these problems will result in the development of
ETHICAL PHILOSOPHY, which has been absent for so many
centuries from most sections of society.
As the guardian of “HEPTAPOLIS” institutions, the Academy
of Nations will undertake to establish and uphold new ideas,
through the awakening of individuals’ philosophical spirit, to lay
the foundations of a more humane life and to acquire the happiness that comes from moral gratification of the conscience.
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GENERAL
INFORMATION
			
(Parliament)

The BOULEUTERION

The duties of Members will consist of control and protection of
service, administrative, scientific and operational factors and
all the people that work in the shopping center, AGORA
and the “Green Planet Earth” with all the specialized
agencies.
Members are not connected with the duties of the Academic
of “Academy of the Nations”. Responsibilities of Members will be the international communications with Members of
the Member States of the United Nations on issues of political oversight, coordination and support programs and activities
“HEPTAPOLIS”.
Members will carry communication policy of the “OLYMPOS” Society with all the relevant
political centers of the world on issues related to the objectives and purposes of “HEPTAPOLIS” in letters, arts, sciences, education and general intellectual culture peoples of the world.
Members of «HEPTAPOLIS» will coincide with the members of international political parties.
Their choice will fall within the criteria of the Board and the Special Scientific Committee of
the Society “OLYMPOS”.
Application to the BOULEUTERION “HEPTAPOLIS”, may be submitted by any free citizen
of the world who has the relevant scientific and social training, which will be indicated in the
application form.

FLOW CHART MANUAL OF ZOSTER

ZONE A

OLYMPOS

UNIVERSAL INTELLECTUAL CENTER

®

Building complex in which are housed all departments of organization and work of picking the
“HEPTAPOLIS” as detailed in the attached Chart
Operation of the Association “OLYMPOS”.
The main areas of activity within the building are:
Administrative Services, Organizational Committees, Scientific Services, Supervisory Services,
Public Relations, International Political Relations,
Financial Services, Management Services, Experts.
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ZONE B

THE ACROPOLIS OF ZOSTER

The elevated rock of ACROPOLIS will be constructed:
1. ACADEMY OF NATIONS
College of Administrative Services, Office of the Board the
Academy - Meeting Room.
2 UNITED NATIONS PALACE
Conference Center Heads of State of the United Nations
3. BOULEUTERION
Administrative Services for Members of “HEPTAPOLIS” conference and meeting rooms.
ZONE C

The Alexandrian library of the ZOSTER

The vast region of ZOSTER will be built of marble. The Alexandrian library will feature atrium facades, the press galleries of classical edge with Doric columns and elaborately
painted capitals.
In the Alexandrian library, involving all member states
- the United Nations and is a universal collection of all forms of
literature, from books, film, marble inscriptions and papyri, by
electronic CD and DVD.
In each country, according to the volume of culture, history
and culture that it has, will have the appropriate space to the
states.
The Alexandrian library will be linked electronically with larger libraries and collections of the spiritual world for the better information of every citizen
world in any language.
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ZONE D

MELATHRONS OF THE ZOSTER

1. MELATHRON “CITIZENS OF THE WORLD”
Services Planning and Coordination of work, educational and social support of every
world immigrants.
2. ORPHEUS MELATHRON
Opera - Classical - Contemporary Music. Concerts - Concerts - Conservatory.
Exhibition of ancient and modern Musical Instruments.
3. PHIDIAS MELATHRON
World Sculpture - Painting - Printmaking - handicraft - Interior Design - Architecture Urban Planning.
4. APOLLO MELATHRON
World Report: Archaeological findings Art and Culture.
5. THALES MELATHRON
World City Exhibition of Inventions and scientific discoveries.
6. AMPHICTYON’S MELATHRON
Center meeting global players for Peace, Disarmament, Town of Peoples, the association
of everywhere in the world scientific and social organizations for the protection of Earth
and Ecosystem (Green Amphictyons).
7. ANAXAGORAS MELATHRON
Paleontological Museum - People - Animals - Fish - Birds.
8. DEMOCRITUS MELATHRON
Planetarium - Room films - Seminar Room.
Book Shop - DVD-CD scientific projects
9. GAIA MELATHRON
World Museum of Natural History and Oceanography.
AQUARIUM: Crystal showroom animals of the seabed.
Small and large aquariums - Museum of fossil marine plants & beings.
10. THEMIS MELATHRON
Courts Service, Security-Police “EPTAPOLIS” Center for Human Rights.
11. GYMNASION MELATHRON
Testing center candidates import schools of the KYTTARON.
12. HERMES MELATHRON
World Press - Electronic Public Information (Newspapers, magazines, radio and TV
stations, Satellite & Terrestrial) worldwide.
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ZONE E

MUSEUMS OF THE ZOSTER

Eight wonderful condos in ZOSTER will house exhibits on the history of reference of Human
Knowledge to conquer Earth, Air, Sea, Space and Transaction.
More specifically the Museum will include the following special categories, the Greek and
international names:
Wax figures, Antique Cars, World Center, Minerals and Herbs, aviation, navigation, Coins and
Money, Space History.
1. Wax
Museum has wax models of the greatest figures in literature, arts, and science, world history
(Inventors - scientists - thinkers).
2. ANTIQUE CARS MUSEUM
Museum of old cars ever with screens documentary on the history of the car. City meeting of
top drivers Formulas and dealing with the car. Recreation rooms - Coffee shops - Pubs.
3. COSMOS CENTER
Museum presenting the history of science in space. Authentic
documents or replicas of spacecraft.
Simulation of the visit of man to the moon and the future of travel to other planets.
4. MINERAL & HERBS MUSEUM
Special Museum in electronic presentation and explanation of
the existence and utilitarian factors for humans, minerals and
herbs.
5. AIRCRAFT MUSEUM
The evolution of aviation and aerospace history of flying vehicles with original or replicas.
6. NAVIGATION MUSEUM
The development of shipbuilding and shipping in the countries
of the world with ships or authentic replicas.
7. CURRENCY & MONEY MUSEUM
The evolution of currencies and coins, classified by state and age. The historical development of human transaction from the years of prehistory until today.
8. SPACE HISTORY
Museum reliefs, photographic and electronic performances recount the efforts of man to
conquer space from ancient times until today.
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ZONE F

LETTERS ARTS CENTERS AND SCIENCE OF THE ZOSTER

1. PALACE OF EUROPE
Magnificent building, after entering ZOSTER, which houses all the services of the Member
- States of the European Union, the common aspirations of human rights, scientific and
academic exchanges, and following the policies pursued by Europeans in literature, arts,
Science and the ecosystem.
2. CLASSICAL EDUCATION CENTER
Special education center with seminars, conferences and round tables, which relate to basic
principles, codes and laws, under which a person develops the quality of his character and
honor, his moral life, politics and cultural identity along the lines of the Integrated Human.
3. WORLD PHILOSOPHY CENTER
The major philosophers of Europe, America, Asia, Egypt and all Arab countries in general of
the international community have created their own “Thinking Schools” and will be taught
in special seminars to visitors ZOSTER.
4. CENTER CLASSICAL PHILOSOPHY
Special building complex with rooms audiovisual seminars and lectures, the works of the
ancient schools and philosophers.
Pre-Socratic philosophers - Hylozoists - Pythagoras - Eleatics - Sophists - skeptics Socratic Schools.
Stoicism - Epicureans - Neo-Platonic schools.
5. CENTER FOR HISTORY OF SCIENCE
Building complex in the rooms which are taught by industry seminars specifically related
to the evolutionary history of all branches of science, as established in the peoples and
countries of eastern and western hemisphere from ancient times until today.
6. METROPOLITAN GLOBUS
World Conference Center 5000 seats - 3,000 seats - 1,500 seats - 500 seats.
Administrative Services - Offices - Space communications and international relations.
7. OLYMPEION
Outdoor theater, of marble, classic standards.
Area summer conferences, concerts and
Musical events.
8. ARISTOPHANES THEATER
Outdoor theater, Marble, classic standards.
Show projects Classical tragedies
Music Event, Spiritual concentrations.
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ZONE G

THE ZOSTER MALL

1. universal PLAZA
World Trade Center-shop from any country in the world-Ice
Skating Rink.
Underground service restaurants FOODS OF THE WORLD
with special cuisines from around the world.

2. TECHNOLOGY WORLD CENTER
Museum of the History of Technology-Commerce Center
of Applied Technology and sale items.
Rooms films-seminars, conferences and trade.

3. BOOKS OF THE WORLD
Building compound divided by a state annexes selling books,
magazines, Audio Books, CD, DVD, special collections,
CAFÉ, INTERNET, COFFEE BAR, Pubs, conference rooms,
training rooms promotional documentaries, etc.

4. SPACE CENTER
Rooms hollow projection educational documentaries for
Human Nature and Space.
Specially constructed parking space in which the visitor enters
a secular vehicle traveling in the Solar System and Galaxy.
Lecture space science - Boardrooms ‘round table’

5. BANKS CENTER
Banking Group each has automatic electronic banks, throughout the extent of ZOSTER.
Special Museum “MONEY OF THE WORLD” the history of
money and human transaction in the world

6. INTERNET CENTER
Center research and monitoring the operation of the Web.
Check the e-crime - Information and files.
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ZONE H

THE AGORA OF ZOSTER

		

Center for Political, Economic, Social and Commercial Art of Life.
1. UNIVERSAL ART STUDIOS
Plato shooting films - Audio Production Workshops - Image - Studios electronic production
cartoons - 3D Animation.
School of Dramatic Arts - Cinema-Television.
2. FESTIVAL PALACE
a) Festival - Forum: Venue Film - Television Festival - International Trade audiovisual Forums - screens and award films and documentaries - Reception Halls producer and star of
international cinema.
b) Emporium: Venue commercial markets fashion - Jewelry - Technology species selling
DVD-CD, Video games - Children species.
3. OLYMPOS TV-RADIO
Digital TV and radio stations that broadcast in Greece and the
world, programs that relate to intellectual, Scientific and artistic
activities and developments the “EPTAPOLIS”.
4. ART THEATER
Little Theater to present works of young artists.
5. ART CINEMA
Movie theater for presentation projects new authors.
6. ART GALLERY’S
Special rooms for presenting works by young painters,
Sculptors, Writers-Poets-Composers etc.
7. COFFEE CONCEPTS
Artistic Cafe meeting politician, writer, Filmmakers, Actors,
Poets, etc. for exchange and returns of new ideas and
projects.
8. SYMPOSIUM
Special restaurant meals Ancient Greek Standards
(kydonomeli-epityron etc.) and beverages from the Classical
period.
9. BOOKSTORES
Complex of shops selling books Philosophy, Art and Science.
10. TOURIST STORES
Complex of shops selling tourist items.
11. KIDS STORES
Complex of shops selling children’s items.
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ZOSTER
The largest volume of building complex ZOSTER is the band “GREEN PLANET EARTH”.
In a single designated area would exist outside the administrative center of the complex,
7 different areas of green services.
More specifically, the band described as follows:
ZONE
I
		GREEN

PLANET EARTH

Governing Council - Law Council - Scientific Council - Court Council - Application Center Legislative Center - investigative journalist - Development Center Volunteer Center - Educational
Seminars - Center Extradition Green books and magazines, including green CD, DVD and
AUDIO BOOKS.

		
RESEARCH - EXPERIMENTAL
		CENTERS ECOSYSTEM

ZONE J

• Center to reduce consumption
• Center for Applied Technology Recycling
• Center for Applied Hybrid System
• Center for Applied Wastewater Recycling
• Recycling Center consumables
• Center for Sustainable Development and Sustainability
• Center for Sustainable Development Mass Communications
(Surface - Air)
• Control Center for Climate Change (In East and Western Hemisphere and the poles)
• Operation Center Biosphere
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• Center for Eating lesions
• Center for Development of Biodiversity
• City water Climate and Sustainability
• Center for Sustainable Exploitation and Consumables
Renewable Energy
• Center for Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
ZONE K
		DEVELOPMENT
		GREEN TECHNOLOGIES
		
& CLEAN ENERGY

In cooperation with similar scientific institutions operating in
technologically advanced countries, there will be in the band
GREEN PLANET EARTH, three international centers within
which will be investigated experimentally with the most technologically advanced methods and taking the appropriate corrective measures in the following areas:
• exploration
• Solar Thermal Research
• wind Surveys
ZONE
L
		

FLORA AND FAUNA CONTROL

This center will process all the information and research at international level, concerning degrees of risk of extinction of species of the animal kingdom and species of plant life, as in the
methods of reduction and extinction of these risks.
It includes the following sections:
• Control in preservation of animals and plants, Land, Sea and
Air
• Control in extinction of animals and plants, Land, Sea and Air
After inspections and investigations to take place in the scientific methods of action at the global level, for the preservation of
fauna and flora of the world.
ZONE
Μ
		WATER

RESOURCES CONTROL

In a world where the contaminated water of the oceans, the waters of rivers contaminated and reduced continuously, the lakes
become States, and underground water reservoirs tend to disappear. And all this because of the lack of a single global rescue
package of water on Earth our host. There will be a world center
for the Preservation and Control of Water Resources, which includes the following sections:
• Control of contamination of water and rescue ocean-wide
• Control of contamination of water and rescue ladders islands
and coastal wetlands (beaches)
• Control of contamination of lakes and rescue by giving priority
to water parks and habitats of the country super vegetation.
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• Control of infection and survival of groundwater, especially in reservoirs affected by nuclear
waste
• Use and regeneration of streams and land exploitation in water sanctuaries, ponds and water diversion centers in croplands.
ZONE N

PARNASSUS Program
		
Wildlife

Basic surroundings of “HEPTAPOLIS”, is the mountainous region of Parnassus and green areas closer to the mountain land
of Gujarat.
The “HEPTAPOLIS” as an International Green City, will be
the global standard not only a city that has adopted and implemented totally rules of green technology by eliminating the polluting energy sources in the past year-but at the same time a
large area where the fauna and Flora, a completely new basis
for species protection and promotion of natural beauty, under
the auspices of the Green Technology will be the global protection of Nature and the Ecosystem.
The massif of Mount Parnassus, excluding existing tourist
centers, which are “potentially” be supported from the general
upgrading of the region will change to a vast eco-park where
the dense vegetation, the new families of animals from countries Africa, new ponds and organized collection of rainwater
and melted snow flow streams will give the area international
status.
In the center of all these activities, “HEPTAPOLIS” as Global
Center of Humanities, Arts, Science and Ecosystem will provide international standard green city, which the peoples of the
world, should study and copy, so in the near future, the diseases planet to recover.
For full compliance with the standards of a modern “green
city”, the “PROGRAM PARNASSUS” initially provides the organization the following actions:
• Organizing Committee Park, which involved members of
the Commission as well as actors to participate in the project:
• Local authorities and the Prefect
• The mayors of the prefecture of Viotia
• The Presidents of Justice, if maintained communities
• Scientific Council, composed of professors of physics, soci-
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ology, geological, hydrological, agronomists k s.
The main sections of the “Program Parnassus” to operate within the ZOSTER
“HEPTAPOLIS” will be:
• Department of Water Reservoirs Parnassus mountain range
• Extension Forestry Department
• Department Expansion Flora, standards zoo game
• Fauna Extension Department, with new families of animals, especially herbivores, African
countries of origin
• Department of craftsmen lakes, streams and storm water, ponds with advanced technology.
ZONE O

WORLD FUND GREEN TAXATION
It is clear that the large population of the world such as America, China, India etc., is too onerous for them to adapt in time required by the rapidly increasing risk to the ecosystem of pollutant energy sources with new sources of geothermal energy, wind and solar energy.
The implemented programs to date replacement of energy sources are rudimentary compared
with the imminent threat that continues to increase, undermining the bio-health of the planet.
The obligation of people everywhere on Earth is irrevocable: “We in every way and every
way to register all participating directly in the program saving the planet with our hosts”.
The Global ‘Green Tax Fund’ should be the predominant purpose for the Heads of the Western world.
If the population of advanced countries, which is more than 2,200,000,000 people taxed at
20 € per year per person, 100 € a year for business mild energy use, and a significant amount
for any company that uses polluting energy for the operation , will create a Global Green Fund,
which could amount to a € 50 billion per year or more, to take steps accordingly direct replacement of those energy sources used today, destroying the ecosystem.
The International Green Fund supported by both International and European subsidy programs and sponsoring institutions and Ecological Foundations.
The program is super-cultural decontamination and cleaning up the planet, will take on a multinational team of technocrats and international scholars, whose head offices will be located in
the GREEN PLANET EARTH “HEPTAPOLIS”.
The International Fund “GREEN TAXATION” will be under international financial and managerial control, composed of executive officials-representatives of powerful nations to participate and work with the following plan:
Board, Legal Council, Advisory Committee, Audit Council, Department of subsidies on Western
Member States of the United Nations.
In economics - Management will be handling:
Green Fund Chartered Accountants, Financial Collection, Payment Department, Faculty of
Engineering Execution Department and experts.
The idea of World Fund Green Taxation is a simple proposal to the State Service Principles and the West and is not conected
with the Financial-Management Program of EPTAPOLIS.
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KYTTARON

STOAS AND SCHOOLS IN THE KYTTARON
The small compound called the KYTTARON STOA OF MUSES will include living quarters for Deans
and Senators. The large outer zone of cells has 4 galleries with fine marble Ionic columns.
The STOA ZENO, the STOA EMPEDOCLES, and the STOA ANAXAGORAS.
The galleries will include dormitory accommodation and accommodation for students of
“HEPTAPOLIS”.
• ARISTOTELIAN SCHOOL
Physics - Chemistry - Biology - Botany - Zoology - Hydrobiology - Oceanology -Atmospheric Biology - Geography - Environmentalist - Bio-Ethics - Bio-Protection
• PYTHAGORAS SCHOOL
Mathematics - Higher Mathematics - Town Planning - Electrical - Civil Engineering -Cosmic Numerology - Engineering - Solid geometry - Cosmometry -Geometry - psychometry
• PLATO SCHOOL
Legal - Political & Social Sciences - Social & Political Philosophy Universal Decisions - Green Business - Educational - Linguistics Public Relations - Business Organization - Investigations
• SOCRATES SCHOOL
World Philosophy - Classical Philosophy - Literature - Psychology - Philosophy of Religion Epistemology - Ecological Philosophy - Group Psychology - Philosophy of Self-Legislation
• PRAXITELES SCHOOL
School of Fine Arts - Architecture - Town Planning - Decorative - Sculpture - Ceramics -Printmaking - Painting - Music - Dance - Under Construction
• DEMOCRITUS SCHOOL
Astrophysics - Cosmology - cosmography - Secular Philosophy - Philosophy of
Mathematics - Cosmic Biology - Quantum Physics - Quantum Mechanics - Microcosmologia -Macrocosmologia - Laws & Principles of Life
• HIPPOCRATES SCHOOL
Medicine (Pathology sectoral) - Microbiology - genetically- Psychiatry - Self – medication
Veterinary – Ichthyoiatriki (fish veterinary) - Ptiniatriki (foul veterinary) - Kinesiology - 		
Gymnastics - Space Medicine
• HOMER SCHOOL
History Mythology (Greek) - History Mythology (World) - History of Philosophy History Religion - Poetry - Literature - Drama
• HERACLITUS SCHOOL
E-Advanced Technology - Electronic Philosophy - Communications Terms, Rules Technology - Technology Natural Resources
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ACTIVITIES “EPTAPOLIS” OUTSIDE WALLS
It is necessary to have a list of the activities to be developed outside the walls of “HEPTAPOLIS” that will address the additional needs of visitors, mainly in:
accommodation, accommodation, entertainment program winter or summer tourism and holiday.
To meet these requirements will be developed in the vicinity, outside the walls, the following
investment project:
a) Seven traditional villages, building exceptional beauty, with mansions and guesthouses
advanced amenities, and lodging. Taverns with traditional coffee shops and groceries, with
cobblestone streets, shops, gardens and ornamental tree planting high standards.
The villages will be used exclusively by solar energy, geothermal and wind sources.
b) GREEN HOTELS - Green Hotels
We build 7 hotels 5 and 4 star at least 500 beds each. Also 3-star hotels from 250 to 300 beds
each, strict environmental standards.
c) Airborne TRAIN
Inside and outside “HEPTAPOLIS” will operate airborne magnetic train of recent Japanese
standards will move by solar thermal energy.
The train will be ecological. It runs with the necessary contractual rates and linking region
“EPTAPOLIS”, with all the key points to cover the needs of visitors (Armatodromio, Green
Hotels, Resorts in Mount Parnassus, traditional villages, helipad, etc.).
d) ARMATODROMION (chariot course)
The Association has OLYMPOS undertake a study on the operation of chariot-racing with classic standards.
The Armatodromion will operate on a continuous basis with
local and international competitions.
The Gallery of chariot races will operate a special school of
Chariot racing.
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Τω Θεώ, η ευεργεσία.
Πλάτων

HONORARY - assistance STATES - DONORS BENEFACTORS - VOLUNTEERS
The statutes of the association “OLYMPOS” defines, who are honorary members and assistance, donors and benefactors.
The “HEPTAPOLIS”, as an ecumenical center of Letters, Arts and Sciences will be established through a global participation of people who believe that the city would become “Navel
of the Earth”, “College of the Nations.
The success of this enormous project, a spiritual awareness of
each human being, an any means to assist in achieving it.
VOLUNTEERS
If you are a teacher, professor, researcher, scientist, it should
state what you are and what we can offer for you to instruct the
committees “HEPTAPOLIS” the appropriate area and power.
If you are a writer, journalist, whether dealing with the Media
and Communication, it should state what you are and what it
can offer to you the award committees “HEPTAPOLIS” the appropriate field visibility and publicity.
If you are a trader, businessman, industrialist, director of the
institution, a multinational company or university, and economic power have said effective participation in your building of
schools within the KYTTARON, or buildings in ZOSTER.
Registering for the cost of a PETRA of the walls of
“HEPTAPOLIS”, declares your commitment to the great idea.
All the people that help with mental or other work, implementing
the largest project of this century, are considered honorary members or assistance, donors
and benefactors, and as their services are assigned a proportional cosmote title.
Especially for people or companies or government bodies or private law, banks and institutions to help finance the building of schools in cells and in buildings ZOSTER assigned to
Gold Medal and listed their names as benefactors on marble plates will be placed at the
entrance of the apartment buildings that were built at their expense.
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